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ABSTRACT: A generalized constraint solving technique designed for the special needs of 
constraint solving within user interfaces is presented, which allows the declarative 
modelling of the dynamic effects showing in todays highly interactive graphical user 
interfaces. Constraints are defined as a combination of arithmetical and logical conditi
ons together with a flexible control and structuring mechanism. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Todays graphical user interfaces incorporate a great 
deal of direct manipulation interaction techniques, 
which leads to a large number of interlinked 
technical details to be taken into account at all 
levels of user interface development. Apart from 
design issues, these interfaces represent a high 
technical challenge during the prototyping and 
implementation phases. Standard implementation 
techniques are based upon the concept of linking 
user activated events to objects of the user interface 
(widgets) or the application (callback functions). 
These techniques burden a heavy load on the 
programmer: It is hard to gain a coherent picture of 
the user interface's behaviour from the code, as co
operating parts are divided into small pieces of 
program statements linked to single events. 

Recognition of this problem has led to the 
development of model-based user interface 
specification, such as in Humanoid [Szekely et al, 
1993] or UIDE [Sukaviriya et al, 1993]. The 
underlying principle is to make the user interface 
properties available through declarative 
specification techniques, rather than defining 
procedural descriptions on reactions to events. We 

follow this idea by proposing graphical constraints 
as structuring mechanism within the user interface 
implementation, to describe the dynamics and their 
interdependencies. This has been done by systems 
such as Garnet [Myers et al, 1990], or ThingLab II 
[Maloney et al, 1989] before, but we think that the 
approach taken in these systems is too limited and 
does not take enough advantage of the concept. 

We present a more general constraint concept, 
which not only includes arithmetical dependencies, 
but also logical combinations of values. The system 
holds a reasonable balance between efficiently 
evaluable mathematical expressions and structural 
properties of the constraint system as a whole, such 
as directivity and the presence of cycles. This 
combination is designed specially for the needs in 
user interface development. 

2. WHY GRAPHICAL CONSTRAINTS? 

Within todays graphical user interfaces (GU!s) a 
large number of closely coupled dynamic effects 
exist. These effects are housed within the following 
components the user interface can be divided into: 
the static part, the dynamic part and the 
application part. 
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• The user interacts with the widgets 
incorporated in the user interface, i.e. he or she 
selects menu items, shifts scrollbars, enters 
text, or clicks on buttons. The composed 
behaviour of these standard elements is referred 
to as the static part of the user interface. 

• Additionally, the user interface may contain 
non-standard interaction elements, such as 
nodes and lines within a diagram, nested 
rectangles depicting hierarchies, or similar 
elements. We refer to this part as the dynamic 
part of the user interface. 

• The application functionality is not directly 
available to the user. Still, this part of the 
system co-operates closely with both the static 
and the dynamic user interface parts, to provide 
semantic feedback, to modify the dynamic 
representation, to restrict the user's interaction 
possibilities, or to execute the intended work 
load of the system. 
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Figure 1 Components within the user interface 

The static and the application part typically are 
created as a collection of co-operating objects, with 
specific behaviour and manipulation operations 
coded into methods. The dynamic part is usually 
incorporated technically into the application. We 
propose to use the concept of graphical constraints 
to deal with the dynamic part and integrate it 
adequately with the object-oriented program parts, 
representing the application and the static interface 
part. 

To be an appropriate specification technique for this 
purpose, the graphical constraints must be capable 
of dealing with a wide range of dynamic effects, 
such as 
• continual modifications of interactive graphics 

(movement, resizing, etc.), 

• discrete modifications (colour changes, 
modifying visibility, font changes, locking of 
values against user modification etc.), 

• and the creation and destruction of transient or 
permanent elements (rubberband lines, 
graphical elements representing object 
relations, etc.) . 

By describing these effects with a declarative 
constraint model providing a system to "execute" 
this model, the algorithmic complexity of handling 
user interface dynamics is loaded onto the 
constraint "solver". The design, prototyping, and 
debugging of the system is eased substantially; and 
modifiability, for instance as reaction to user 
interface evaluation, is improved. 

3. CONSTRAINT-BASED USER INTERFACES 

To use constraints for the definition of the dynamic 
part of the GUI, the elements to be controlled by the 
constraint system must be accessable to it. This 
includes the geometric properties of the application
specific graphics, but also structural information 
such as visibility, user modifiability, and existence 
of objects; these values must be read and written by 
the constraint system. For instance, it must be 
enabled to shift elements to new places, change an 
object's colour, make it invisible, create a rectangle, 
destroy a text element, forbid the user to shift an 
element to a new position, or allow the user to enter 
a number. 

To achieve this, the dynamic part of the user 
interface must be built from four co-operating 
components: 
• an object system, representing the dynamic 

user interface objects, 
• a graphic system depicting the object system, 
• the constraint solver, and 
• a library of interaction techniques available to 

the user to modify values within the dynamic 
part of the user interface. 

3.1 The Object System 
To make use of the constraint system, the dynamic 
part of the user interface has to be structured as an 
object-oriented system. Hence, we identify objects, 
their internal structure, and their interdependencies 
in the object system. We developed a visual 
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language for this type of specification (OBSM) 
[Kneer and Szwillus, 1995]. 

The object system contains object types (classes) to 
be instantiated by the user or the static or 
application part of the system. It incorporates basic 
data type mechanisms such as arrays and sets. To 
construct structures of objects, such as graphs, trees, 
or arbitrary other dynamic structures, the object 
system allows to specify references between objects. 
Under standard names, elements such as the mouse 
and the keyboard can be referenced, enabling access 
to single user interaction events, if necessary. It 
provides to the constraint system variables for query 
and definition of object existence, visibility, or 
whether an object is allowed to be modified by the 
user. The OBSM specification technique enables 
the user interface designer to construct a coherent 
visual model of the dynamic user interface part 
including the constraints defined within the system. 
Hence, it can be considered the input language to a 
tool for defining constraint-based user interfaces. 

3.2 The Graphic System 
The graphic system is not very different from 
graphic systems needed in a conventional setting. 
Whenever variables in the object system change 
their value, the graphic system reflects this in a 
modified graphical representation on the screen. 
Simply spoken, it has to take into account "old" 
values for deletion of elements in "old" positions, 
and re-display them in "new" positions. Similar 
relations hold for all other value changes, such as 
colour, font, general visibility, etc. 

3.3 The Constraint System 
The constraint solver is the instance which 
computes solutions fulfilling all constraints 
specified. The solutions found by the constraint 
solver are fed back into the object system, leading to 
a modified graphic on the screen through the 
graphic system. 

The constraint system has to be able to deal not only 
with the continual transformation of geometry, but 
also with logical conditions, and arbitrary 
combinations of both. Hence, the constraint 
collection consists of a system of logical-

arithmetical expressions defined over the variables 
provided by the object system. 

The constraint system must be able to deal with 
cyclic dependencies. It can not be restricted to 
acyclic data flow, inequalities must be processed as 
well as equations. It must be able to incorporate 
application functions into its calculations, for 
instance to implement semantic feedback. 

3.4 The Basic Interaction Techniques 
The idea underlying the constraint approach for the 
dynamic part of the user interface is that all user 
interaction is mapped onto the modification of 
variables. This frees the designer from considering 
events as elementary action, which is too detailed 
for gaining a compact overview of the system. This 
level is captured in the specification of interaction 
techniques linked to the constraint system. 

We assume that a library of predefined interaction 
techniques exists for value modifications by the 
user. This may include text entry elements, sliders 
for modifying numbers, techniques for specifying 
selections, handles attached to graphical elements 
or drag-and-drop tools to create elements from a 
palette. 

By encapsulating these elementary techniques into a 
library, the constraint approach is freed from taking 
a too detailed look onto user interaction. Instead, 
this allows the concentration on an intermediate 
level of interaction specification, representing the 
overall control of and operation with the user 
interface. Mixing elementary user interaction 
aspects with higher-level aspects is one of the 
reasons for the high technical complexity of 
traditionally created GUis. 

4. SOLVING CONSTRAINT EXPRESSIONS 

4.1 The Example 
We consider a sufficiently simple but not too trivial 
example during the presentation of the constraint 
solving algorithm in this paper. It contains four 
interaction elements, two standard elements, a 
button labelled Invert and a check-box labelled 
Training Mode, and two non-standard 
interaction elements, a thermometer and a gadget 
with a turning hand (see figure 2). Underlying is an 
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application, which computes a pressure value from 
a temperature value, using the application function 
PRESSURE. The user interface has two distinct 
modes: link mode and training mode. 

• 

• 

Link mode is used to display the pressure 
corresponding to the temperature shown by the 
thermometer, as computed by the application. 
We assume that the user can modify the 
temperature by direct manipulation of the 
thermometer bar (the "quicksilver") and 
alternatively by c1icking on the Invert 
Button, which turns D 0 into -D° Celsius. 

Training mode is used to test the user's 
knowledge about the temperature-relation 
pressure visualized in this example. The user 
can modify the temperature and the hand's 
angle as wanted, and the system gives feedback 
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Figure 2 The Temperature-Pressure Example 

to the user, whether the two values match. We 
assume that the traffic light in the right corner 
immediately turns from red to green in this 
case. 

The thermometer box (TBox) is assumed to be of 
fixed height (400 pixels). Hence the connection 
between the quicksilver rectangle (QS) and the 
temperature value T can be specified as 
(1) (TBox.Bottom=QS.Bottom) & 
(2) (QS . Height=5*T + 200) 
which defines a linear relationship between T and 
QS . Height: T=-40 results in QS. Height=O, 
and T=+40 yields QS. Height = 400. The 
displayed pressure value (DP) represented by the 

hand, is related linearly with the angle of the 
hand, 
(3) (3555 - DP*4.5 = Angle) & 

(4) (CP = [PRESSURE (T)]) 

which maps pressure 770 onto 90°, and 790 onto 0°. 
The computed pressure (CP) represents at all times 
the pressure value corresponding to the current 
temperature value T, as computed by the application 
function PRESSURE. In l ink mode, DP and CP 
are defined as being equal 
(5) (LinkMode => (DP = CP)). 

The traffic light is controlled by 
( 6) ( (Red= (DP -:f. CP)) & 

(7) (Green=~Red) 

The hand of the gadget is assumed to be 50 pixels 
long, and connected to the angle value, by a 
function called EUCLID, which computes the x
and y-coordinates of a point defined by the polar 
coordinates (Length, Angle). The hand is 
positioned in the center point (GC) of the pressure 
gagdet: 
(8) (Hand.Endpoint = 

[ EUCLID (50 , Angle)] +GC) & 

(9) (Hand.Startpoint = GC) 

The lines ( 1 ) to ( 9 ) together, with additional & -

operators between the separate sections, form the 
constraint system controlling this small dynamic 
part of a user interface. 

4.2 Numerical Constraints 

Our example contains the following numerical 
constraints: 

(C l ) TBox.Bott om=QS .Bottom 
(C2) QS.Height=S*T + 200 
(C3 ) 3555 - DP*4.5 = Angle 

(C4) CP [Vl] 
(Cs) DP = CP 

(C6) DP ":t CP 
(C7 ) Hand .Endpoint [V2 J+GC 
(Cg ) Hand.Startpoint = GC 

We omitted expressions in square brackets, 
abstracting them to V 1 and V 2 (see section 4.4 
Directed Data Flow below) and disregarded the 
logical combinations of the constraints. When 
assuming V 1 and v 2 as temporarily constant, all 
rules shown above are linear. We solve linear 
constraints with an efficient constraint solving 
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technique [Szwillus, 1993], called Guarded Local 
Propagation (GLP). 

Given a set of linear constraints, such as 
(C1) .. (Cg) above, GLP performs solving in two 

phases: first a preprocessing phase checks against 
impossible combinations of constraints, then in the 
subsequent assignment phase new values are 
assigned to all variables without any backtracking. 
GLP omits incompatible constraints as specified by 
the logical constraint solver (see below section 4.3 
Logical Constraints). In our example it finds out 
that (c5 ) and (c 6 ) can not hold 
simultaneously. 

4.3 Logical Constraints 
The logic of our constraint problem can be specified 
through a Boolean function f. This function 
contains a Boolean variable c i for every numerical 
constraint C i and the logical values contained in 
the constraints. In our case, we have 
f(c 1 , .. ,c 8 ,LinkMode,Red,Green) 

c 1 & c 2 & c 3 & c 4 & c 7 & c 8 & 

(LinkMode => cs) & 
(Red c5) & 
(Green = -,Red) 

The variable c i is interpreted as an indicator "c i 
must hold". The logical constraint solver looks for 
a 0-1-tuple (x1 , ... ,x11 ) with the property 
f (x1, ... , x11) =true. As the previous GLP
analysis yielded the result that c 5 and c 6 can not 
be valid together, the logical constraint solver looks 
for solutions with x 5:tx6. If one is found it is 
certain that the numerical value assignment phase 
of GLP can find a solution which establishes an 
overall correct solution. 

If, for instance, the logical solver finds the solution 
Red=c 6=false, all others= true, 

the GLP solver looks for a numerical solution for 
the constraints (C1) .. (Cs), (C7), (Cg). 
This corresponds to link mode from the user's point 
of view. If, in contrast, the logical solver produces 
the solution 

Green=LinkMode=cs=false, 
all others = true, 

the numerical solver fulfills ( C 1 ) .. ( C 4) , 
( C 6 ) . . ( C 8 ) , which corresponds to the 
Training mode. 

Logical constraint solving turns out to be the 
problem of finding an input tuple for a Boolean 
function resulting in the function result true, with 
a given set of input combinations not allowed. This 
is known to be an NP-complete problem; but the 
function we deal with in this context are small 
Boolean functions, hand-written by the user 
interface designer. These cases can be solved very 
efficiently. 

Different from the behaviour in our example, the 
link between the two solvers is slightly more 
complicated in general. The numerical constraint 
solver may restrict the solution space for the logical 
constraint solver by first value assignments. The 
GLP solver detects incompatible (global) 
combinations of numerical constraints once for the 
system, and (local) incompatibilities dependent on 
the new values requested by the user. For instance, 
in the system 

(X ~ 10 => Y ~ 7) & 

(Y = 10 Y + Z ~ 0) 
the request to assign X=3 forces Y~7, hence in the 
OR-combination Y=10 can not hold, and Y+Z~O 
must be made valid. In this case, the logical 
constraint solver would exclude solutions with the 
indicator variable for Y=10 to be true. 

4.4 Directed Data Flow 
GLP solves only linear constraints; hence, 
mathematically more complicated relations can not 
be handled by the constraint solver. However, the 
high flexibility provided by GLP is not really 
needed in all cases - directed data flow is sufficient 
in a large number of cases. An example can be seen 
in the constraint ( C 7 ) , where the endpoint of the 
gadget's hand is computed in a way, which is more 
complicated than expressible with linear formulas: 
(8) Hand.Endpoint = 

[EUCLID(SO,Angle)]+GC 
which turns out to be a trigonometric dependency: 

EUCLID(L,A) = (L*cos A, L*sin A). 

We introduce explicit directivity in the constraint 
system by specifying that an expression is to be 
evaluated first, and then start the constraint solver 
with the evaluation result taken as constant value. 
Syntactically, the pre-evaluated expression is 
enclosed in square brackets, as shown above. As 
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long as the resulting formula becomes linear, the 
solver can handle it. 

If the constraint solving process modifies an 
argument for any of the pre-evaluated expressions, 
new values are computed and the solver is restarted. 
Using this concept, the designer can construct cyclic 
dependencies leading to iteration. The policy is 
followed that when a value is recomputed close 
enough to the old value, it is assumed to be 
constant. The concept must be used carefully, as no 
indication about convergence or divergence can be 
given by the system. On the other hand, this 
concept allows the seamless integration of arbitrary 
dependencies, including the execution of 
application functions (as PRESSURE in our 
example). 

4.5 Linking Functions 
Apart from introducing application functions in 
data flow expressions as discussed above, the 
constraint system itself can "compute" that a 
function is to be called. We introduced a 
mechanism which links function calls with actual 
parameters to Boolean values controlled by the 
constraint system. If these Boolean values are 
computed to be true, the corresponding functions 
are executed and their computation results fed back 
into the constraint system. The effect is similar to a 
user requesting the modification of values - hence, 
following this idea a "second" user of user interface 
dynamics can be imagined to exist inside the 
system. Functions to be called can stem from the 
application or the static user interface part. In our 
example this mechanism would be used to activate 
the Invert Button, which would modify the value 
T to -T and would start the constraint system. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The combination of logical and numerical 
constraint solvers has been found to be adequate for 
supporting the design and implementation of user 
interface dynamics. We are currently developing an 
efficient implementation for the solving techniques, 
which will then be integrated into an environment 
for interactive specification of interaction 
techniques, the standard user interface part and the 
link to the application. We hope to be able to 

present a working prototype system at the 
conference. 
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